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Brillouin-scattering measurements were used to study acoustoelectric interactions in semi-
conducting CdS. In the GHz frequency range, a double-pulse technique described earlier was
employed to suppress domain formation and thereby reduce down-conversion processes. In this
manner considerable extension of the small-signal regime towards higher flux levels could be
achieved. At lower frequencies, nonlinear effects were invoked to produce a propagating
low-frequency domain whose attenuation and amplification were subsequently studied under
small-signa1 conditions. Analysis of the time evolution of the spatial and frequency distribu-
tion of the amplified flux, measured under different conditions, provided accurate data on the
frequency dependence of the acoustoelectrie gain and the 1attice attenuation over the broad
range of 0. 15—4 GHz. Comparison of the measuxed gain parameters with the small-signal
theory of acoustoelectric amplification gave very good agreement throughout the frequency
range studied. The lattice attenuation was found to follow the expected f2 Akhiezer law at
high frequencies and to vary much more slowly, if at all, in the low-frequency range (0.2-
0.6 GHz). In this latter range the lattice attenuation is very low (-1 cm ) and is most prob-
ably controlled by crystal imperfections. Although the studies in this paper were mostly
confined to the small-signal regime, several interesting features have emerged concerning
nonlinear effects. In particular, the down-converted low-frequency flux in a propagating
domain was observed to lag slightly behind the high-frequency flux from which it originated.
No explanation can be offered at present for this rather surprising phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION

Acoustoelectric amplification or attenuation in
piezoelectric semiconductors arises from the in-
teraction between the rather strong ac field as-
sociated with piezoelectrically active acoustic
waves and the electrons (or holes) present in the
crystal. ' Amplification occurs when the drift
velocity imparted to the electrons by an external
dc field exceeds the sound velocity. Such amplifi-

cation is selective in both frequency and direction
of propagation. Only phonons within a bandwidth
centered around some optimal frequency and
propagating in a narrow cone around the direction
of electron drift are amplified. Under small-
signal conditions the optimal frequency is deter-
mined by the material parameters. At larger
acoustic intensities, there is usually a progressive
shift in the spectrum towards lower frequencies
resulting from nonlinear down- conversion pro-
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cesses. The evolution of the spectrum under
small- and large-signal conditions is investigated
best by Brillouin-scattering measurements.
One can follow the growth and attenuation of the
different frequency components of the amplified
flux and thus study the various electron-phonon
and phonon-phonon interactions as a function of
frequency and flux intensity. Measurements of
this sort have been reported for a number of semi-
conductors, ' ' with CdS receiving particular
attention. ' '3 So far only shear waves could be
amplified acoustoelectrically and most studies
were confined to this mode.

In the present work Brillouin scattering is em-
ployed to examine the validity of the small-signal
theory in semiconducting CdS and to derive the
frequency dependence of the lattice attenuation.
At low frequencies (& 0. 5 GHz) transducer mea-
surements were successfully employed for these
purposes. '"'" At higher frequencies, on the
other hand, although many Brillouin-scattering
studies have been carried out, hardly any quanti-
tative data are available on the small-signal regime
to permit a systematic comparison with theory.
This is largely due to the strong tendency of the
amplified flux in CdS to be highly concentrated in
narrow domains. ' Nonlinear processes are very
pronounced in such domains, ~' so that by the time
the acoustic flux has been amplified to a detectable
level it is at best near the limit of the small-signal
region or, as happens more often, well into the
large-signal regime. This feature is probably
responsible, at least in part, for the accent being
placed on nonlinear effects, and by now consider-
able information has become available on such
processes. ' ' ' Another difficulty in deriving
the gain parameters is the predominant effect of
nonhomogeneity on the amplification process. Be-
cause of the particularly strong electron-phonon
coupling in CdS, a few-percent variation in the
electron drift velocity along the sample introduced
by inhomogeneities is usually sufficient to make a
quantitative analysis of the data unfeasible. In
both respects, the situation is far better in most
of the other materials studied. This contributed in
no small measure to the success of Palik and Bray
in obtaining a fairly detailed characterization of
the small-signal regime in n-oaAs, eventhoughdo-
mains were present and the samples were not too
homogeneous.

The main factor that made the present measure-
ments feasible was the use of the double-pulse
scheme described earlier. ' In this scheme, do-
main formation is almost entirely suppressed and
with it the excessive parametric down conversion.
Small-signal conditions can then be maintained up
to at least three orders of magnitude above the
detectable level. Using, furthermore, highly uni-

form samples, we were able to determine the gain
parameters rather accurately over the frequency
range 0. 2-4 GHz. The results obtained are in
very good agreement with the small-signal theory. '
The measurements also yielded important informa-
tion on the frequency dependence of the lattice at-
tenuation. Such attenuation results from nonelec-
tronic interaction of the amplified flux with thermal
phonons' ' and, in CdS, should be expected to in-
crease quadratically with frequency in the range
studied (Akhiezer loss'8'"). At high frequencies,
this quadratic dependence is indeed observed, at
variance with findings of other workers. ' At
low frequencies (0. 2-0. 6 GHz) the lattice attenua-
tion is found to vary more slowly with frequency
and is compatible-within the margin of error —with
transducer measurements. ' In this range the at-
tenuation is very low (around 1 cm ') and as a re-
sult is more sensitive to crystal imperfections.

We review briefly the small-signal theory of
acoustoeleetric amplification. For sufficiently
conducting material, the energy gain in the direc-
tj on of electron drift can be expressed as '

u(f) = uo(f)y,
where

y=v, /v, —1,
z„being the electron drift velocity and v, the
shear-wave sound velocity. For CdS in the fre-
quency range of interest, the product ql of phonon
wave vector and electron mean free path is small
compared to unity. Under these conditions the
frequency dependence of the field-free amplifica-
tion factor o.o(f) is given (in units of reciprocal
length) by'

(3)

where K is the electromechanical coupling con-
stant (=0.036 in CdS), fv=v, /2vD is the diffusion
frequency and f = (f,fz&)'~ is the frequency of maxi-
mum gain. Here D = ART/e is the diffusion constant,
f,=o/2m' is the dielectric relaxation frequency, o'

is the material conductivity, p. the electron mobili-
ty, and & the dielectric constant. In CdS at room
temperature &0(f ) is about 200 cm '

a,nd is much
larger than the corresponding values for GaAs
(typically 2-20 cm ') and InSb (0. 2-0. 4 cm ' at
77 K). The net gain is given by

where n, is the nonelectronic lattice attenuation.
Since n, is a monotonieally increasing function of
f, the frequency of maximum net gain f~ is shifted
somewhat below f .

Operationally, the small-signal or weak-flux
regime covers the range of flux densities for which
zo and Q. , are to a good approximation flux inde-
pendent. In the present studies we shall be con-
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cerned throughout with small-signal conditions.
At 1A ow frequencies, however, n, is too small to
permit linear amplification of thermal noise to a
sufficient level. Similarly to other work-
er Sst9~20i23~24 we therefore invoke nonlinear effects
to generate parametrically a propagating low-fre-
tluency domain. The amplification and/or attenua-
tion of this domain is subsequently studied under
small-signal conditions as a function of frequency

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The time, spatial, and frequency distribution of
the amplified shear-wave flux has been studied by
Brillouin scattering. A parallel monochromatic
light beam (for which the crystal under study is
transparent) is focused on the sample. Most of
the light is transmitted through but a small frac-
tion is scattered out of the incident direction by
phonon emission (Stokes scattering) or absorption
(anti-Stokes). The scattering process is governed
by momentum and energy selection rules relating
the frequencies, wave vectors, and polarizat'
of the incident and scattered light with those of
the phonons involved in the scattering. In par-
ticular, each pair of incident and scattering angles
corresponds to phonons of a single frequency. The
frequency shifts of the scattered light are very
small. Moreover, for the long-wavelength pho-
nons amplified acoustoelectrically there is negligi-
ble dispersion„so that with the sound velocitiy
known only scattering angles (and not frequency
shifts) need be measured. Thus, since the scat-
tered-light intensity is directly proportional to
the acoustic flux density, the phonon frequency
spectrum can be obtained by measurements at dif-
ferent pairs of incident and scattering angles,

In optically isotropic crystals the selection rules
are quite simple. ' In birefringent crystals such
as CdS, on the other hand, the relationship be-
tween the incident and scattered angles and the
phonon frequency ls more involved 26 2V Th.
because the refractive index, which determines the
magnitude of the wave vector within the crystal,
depends on the polarization and direction of prop-
agation of the light, both of which are usuall dif-
fererent for the incident and scattered light. In CdS

usua y

one is interested in piezoelectrically active shear
waves, i.e. , polarized along the c axis. It is
customary to chose the simplest scattering geom-
etry, namely, the incident light beam perpendicu-
lar to the c axis with its polarization either normal
(ordinary configuration) or parallel (extraordinary)
to the c axis. In either case the polarization of
the scattered beam is rotated by 90' with respect
to that of the jncj.dent beam

Almost all workers used the ordinary configura-
tion but we preferred the extraordinary configura-
tion because of an important advantage to be dis-

cussed below. Figure 1 illustrates the momentum
selection rule in the extraordinary configuration
for absorption of phonons propagating along the
length of the sample ("on-axis" flux). The radii
of the two arcs shown represent the magnitudes
kon and kon„of the wave vector within the crys-
tal for light of a given frequency (wave vector ko

in vacuum) when polarized parallel (refractive
index n„) and perpendicular (n„) to the e axis.
Thus, in the extraordinary configuration, the '

cident-light wave vector k& (incident angle 8&)

terminates on the outer circle (n &n Uex

d'or

~ pon
scattering by a shear-wave phonon, the plane of
polarization is rotated by 90 and (neglecting the
small frequency shift) the scattered-light wave
vector k, must terminate on the inner circle. It
is seen that for each wave vector k„ two on-axis
phonon wave vectors K and K' can satisfy the
momentum selection rule, giving rise to two scat-
tered-light wave vectors k, and k', (scattering
angles 8', and 8,). In CdS, as in most crystals,

so that to a good approximation the momentum
selection rule can be written as

sin8, = K/2k, + hk/K,

sin8, = K/2k, —b,k/K.

The incident and scattering angles outside the
sample 8«and 8„are readily obtained from the
inner angles 8, and 8, by Snell's law.

In practice the situation is somewhat more in-
volved. The amplified acoustic flux is not con-
fined to the on-axis direction but is contained in
a cone around this direction. Also the incident
light beam is not strictly monochromatic and has

C
axis
8

I IG. 3.. Brillouin scattering in extraordinary config-
uration. Momentum selection rule for phonon absorp-
tion illustrated at left, while sample geometry shown at
right. At left: incident and scattering angles are inter-
nal; at right: external.
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GHz, and increases from 0. 2' to 3' in the range
0. 5-0. 2 GHz.

Acoustoelectrically amplified flux in semicon-
ducting CdS is usually found to be concentrated in
narrow domains (& 0. 2 mm) propagating with sonic
speed from the cathode to the anode. ' As has
been shown in a previous publication, the flux
domains can be eliminated by the use of a double-
pulse scheme, probably through the suppression
of the piezoelectric shock ' ' attending the onset
of the current pulse. In this scheme the ampli-
tude of the first pulse is set below the threshold
for net acoustoelectrie gain. After a sonic transit
time or so, when any flux produced by the onset of
the first pulse has left the sample, a second pulse
of much lower amplitude is superimposed on the
first. Conditions of net acoustic gain are estab-
lished at the onset of the second pulse, y then
corresponding to the combined amplitude of the two
pulses. In this manner the effect of the shock is
largely suppressed and the amplified flux originates
almost entirely from the thermal-equilibrium pho-
non distribution within the crystal.

The double pulse has been obtained from two

pulse generators by the use of a simple addition
network. A Velonex pulse generator supplied the
second pulse. Its fast rise time (-35 nsec) is an
essential feature in determining the time and spatial
distribution of the amplified flux. The acoustic
gain in CdS is very sensitive to variations in the
current amplitude. Accordingly, in some cases
an electronic stabilizer has been employed to
stabilize the pulse amplitude to better than 0. I%%uo.

Such stabilization served also to better approximate
constant-current conditions and in this manner
minimize current feedback effects.

The measurements were carried out on semi-
conducting Cd8 samples (5-10 gem) of rectangular
shape, having typical dimensions of 0. 5x2x10
mm. The c axis was perpendicular to the long
dimension and parallel to the two larger faces,
which were optically polished. Ohmic end contacts
were applied by indium solder. The samples were
carefully checked for resistivity homogeneity and
in most measurements only those uniform to better
than 1-2% were chosen.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Brillouin-scattering data obtained by the double-
pulse technique on a highly uniform CdS sample
are shown in Fig. 3. Here the spatial distribution
of the amplified on-axis flux at several instants
following the onset of the second pulse (f =-0) are
plotted (on a semilog scale) for two values of the
combined current amplitude (two values of y). The
incident and scattering angles in this measurement
correspond to the frequency of maximum net gain

f„, which for this particular sample is 2. 5 GHz.

The ordinate in this figure represents the ratio
I/I, of the scattered to incident light intensities,
while the abscissa delineates the distance of the
light spot from the cathode. It is seen that at each
instant f shorter than the sonic transit time L/v„
the flux density increases exponentially with dis-
tance x from the cathode up to the point x =v,t.
From thereon the flux remains nearly constant all
the way to the anode (x = L). (The small undulations
around the constant level are mainly due to slight
resistivity nonuniformities, as will be discussed
below. ) For f & L/v, (=4.45 p, sec) the flux distri-
bution is exponential throughout the length of the
sample and remains fixed with time (steady-state
conditions).

This behavior provides conclusive evidence that
under the conditions of the measurement (double
pulse) the amplified flux originates entirely from
the bulk thermal-equilibrium phonon distribution.
From the absence of a peak in the spatial distribu-
tion at the points x = v,t, one immediately concludes
that the cathode does not act as a source of acous-
tic flux (produced by shock excitation at the onset
of the second pulse or otherwise). At any instant
f, the flux plateau (x & v,f) must have originated
from points uithin the sample, where the only
source of flux can be the uniform thermal back-
ground.

The integrated flux density in the measurements
of Fig. 3 has been kept sufficiently low so that de-
partures from constant-current (constant-gain)
conditions are negligible. Under these conditions
and in the absence of shock excited flux, the small-
signal amplification of the uniform thermal back-
ground should give rise in a homogeneous sample
to the following time and spatial flux distribu-
tlon30 31,

P (x, f) = P,[1+(n, + n, )/n„] e"", x~vst (4a)

P(x, f) = Po[l+ (n, + n, )/n„] e""~', x &v,t.
Here po and $(x, f) represent, respectively, the
thermal- equilibrium and amplified flux densities
enclosed within a narrow cone in the direction of
electron drift and in a narrow frequency bandwidth
around the frequency under study;. n0, n„and n„
are as defined above [see Eqs. (1) and (3)]. [In
Eqs. (4) a term (no+ n, )go/n„has been omitted
since in practice it is at least several orders of
magnitude smaller than the other terms. ] The
form of the flux distribution represented by Eqs.
(4) can be understood by simple physical argu-
ments. At a, given instant f (& L/v, ), the flux at
any point x &v,t originates from thermal flux (Qo)
zoithin the sample and is amplified along the &arne

distance v, t. Since both p0 and n„are uniform,
P(x, f) in this region should be independent of
position (the plateau region). For x &v,t, on the
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FIG. 3. Spatial distribution
of amplified flux at frequency of
maximum net gain f~ for two
values of &=v&/v, —1, as obtained
by double-pulse measurements.
Drift velocity v& derived from
amplitude of second pulse while

v, =1.77x10 cm/sec for pie-
zoeiectri. cally active shear waves
in CdS (Ref. 4}. Different curves
correspond to different instants
following onset of second pulse
(t = 0). Ordinate represents ratio
&/lp of scattered to incident-light
intensity; abscissa delineates dis-
tances x of light spot from cathode.
Double-pulse configuration used is
shown by diagram. {Electron con-
centration and mobility in CdS
sample 3.3x10 cm ~ and 280 cm /
V sec. )

other hand, amplification takes place over a dis-
tance less than v,t, and P(x, t) is expected to in-
crease exponentially with x. The first term in
the preexponential brackets in Eqs. (4) repre-
sents the amplified flux in the wave front starting
at t = 0 from the point x —v, t (or the cathode i.f
x n, t) with initia. l level &f&0, while the second term
represents amplified flux added to this front as it
propagates down the sample by thermal generation.

Actually, Eqs. (4) should be modified to take
into account possible flux reflection at the contact
boundaries. " In CdS, however, (n, + n, )/n„»1,
and the effect of such reflections may be neglected.

The observed time evolution of the flux distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 3 is in complete agreement with
Eqs. (4). Thus, an analysis based on Eqs. (4) of
such flux distribution curves, measured under dif-
ferent drift currents and at different acoustic
frequencies, can yield the frequency dependence
of ego and z, , For example, the slopes of the ex-
potential lines, corresponding to the two values of

y shown, lead to &o---160 cm"' and n&= 23 cm ' at
the frequency monitored (2. 5 6Hz).

It should be noted in Fig. 3 that small-signal
conditions (for which no and n, are independent: of.

flux level) prevail over nearly three orders of
magnitude of detectable flux densities. As a re-
sult no and n, can be determined rather accurate-
ly. With a conventional single-pulse operation,
regenerative processes and parametric down
conversion, occurring within the domains, curtail
drastically the small-signal range. '

Similar results of the flux distribution at the
frequency f„of maximum net gain taken on another
highly uniform sample are shown in Fig. 4, this
time for the two polarities of the applied double
pulse. In both cases the current amplitudes (and
hence y) are identical. Here again the distribution
is in accord with Eqs. (4). The complete symme-
try for the two polarities is further indication for
the uniformity of the sample.

The effect of nonuniformity on the flux distribu-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 5. The results here
were obtained on the sample of Fig. 4 after slightly
polishing it into a wedge shape. The over-all
variation in cross section from one end of the
sample to the other amounted to only 4%, yet the
departures of the distribution curves from Eqs. (4)
are quite substantial. This is a result of the great
sensitivity of the gain e in CdS to nonuniformities„
owing to the large value of the field-free amplifi-
cation factor no. It can readily be shown that the
relative change in the local value of ~ resulting
from changes along the sample in the mobility p, ,
in the electron concentration e, and in the cross
section A, is given by [see Eqs. (1)-(3)j

sa au, 1 —f/f a 1 y a(A))
f/f +f/f n y nA

(5)
where f is the frequency of maximum gain. The
first term, which reflects the effect of a mobility
variation on no Isee Eq. (3)I can be neglected in
our samples. The second term represents the
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FIG. 4. Spatial distributions of amplified flux at
f= 2. 3 GHz for two polarities {but same amplitude) of
applied double pulse. Different curves correspond to dif-
ferent instants following onset of second pulse (t =0).
(Electron concentration and mobility in CdS sample 3.6
x 10~~ cm 3 and 290 cm /Vsec. )

for x &v,t are no longer level but slope upwards.
For the opposite polarity, the curves are subex-
ponential for L, —x ~ v, t and sloping downwards for
L —x & v, t (I being the length of the sample). The
solid curves in Fig. 5 were calculated from Eqs.
(4), suitably modified to include the 4%%uo nonuni-
formity. Use was made of the independently mea-
sured values of p and n, and of the parameters
Qp Q ) as derived from the data of Fig. 4. The fit
between experiment and theory is seen to be quite
good. Measurements of flux distributions for the
two polarities, especially at x &v,t (and L —x &v,f),
obviously provide a very sensitive tool for detect-
ing resistivity nonhomogeneities.

The flux distributions on the left-hand side of
Fig. 5 do not represent a propagating domain.
However, such distributions can result in a domain
at higher flux densities. Two mechanisms then
become operative. One is a feedback effect. At
sufficiently high flux levels, constant-current
conditions can no longer be maintained: The in-
creasing resistance of the sample associated with
the growing flux continuously reduces the current
and hence the acoustic gain. Thus, flux arriv-
ing at the point x in the sample at the sonic time
x/v, would have been amplified under higher gain
than flux arriving at that point at a later time.
This mould give rise to a propagating domain, whose
extrapolated point of origin is the cathode boundary,
and hence to current oscillations Another mech-

change in a due to the change in f: With increas-
ing n, f shifts to higher frequencies so that the
gain at the frequency studied (f) decreases. The
third term represents the effect of the change in
drift velocity arising from variation in either n or
A: Increasing nA at any point reduces y and hence
n at that point. Obviously the relative change in
the net gain a„= a —a, is larger than ba/a (by
the factor a/a„).

In semiconducting CdS the last term in Eq. (g)
constitutes the major contribution to r a/a. This
is because (1+y)/y is usually larger than 3-4 while
in the frequency range studied (f&f ) the coeffi-
cient of hn/n is less than 0. 2. Thus, any resis-
tivity nonhomogeneity along the sample can be
legitimately compensated for by suitable "tailor-
ing " of the cross section along the sample. The
converse procedure has been employed in Fig. 5,
where a uniform sample has been altered into a
nonuniform one by introducing a 4% over-all
variation in cross section. This corresponds to a
change of about 40% in the net gain I'I The cross
section decreases continuously and hence the net
gain o.„ increases from the left end of the sample
(x =0) to the right end. As a result, when the con-
tact x = 0 is made the cathode, the distribution
curves for x v,t are superexponential, mhile those
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FIG. 5. Time and spatial distributions in sample of
Fig. 4 after introducing 4% over-all variation in cross
section from one end of sample to the other. Average
y value (p= 0. 30) is same for two polarities. Lines rep-
resent calculated distributions taking into account cross-
section variation.
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0(x, t) = [I+ (o'o+ o'l)/~. 140e""",

y(x, t) =(II (o,, o., )/o. „,I (e """""'
X V~t

(6)

—I)+ I+ (oo+ ct, )/a„'floe ~"", x —v, t

where n„, is the net gain during the first pulse
(n„,-=n, —o., ) and n„ is, as before, the net gain
during the second pulse. In the derivation of Eqs.
(6) it has been assumed that the duration of the
first pulse exceeds the sonic time through the
sample, as was the case in practice. Here again
flux reflection at the contact boundaries ' can and
has been neglected.

From Eqs. (6) one expects the flux distribution
for x & v,t to be independent of n„,. In particular,
it should coincide with the distribution when the
amplitude of the first pulse is zero (single-pulse
operation). For x &v,t, on the other hand, the
plateau of Eq. (4b) is replaced (for o.„,~ 0) by a
moderate rise as the anode is approached. This
behavior is well illustrated by the distribution
curves of Fig. 6 measured (at f= 2. 6 GHz) with the
double-pulse technique. Each set of points has
been obtained for a different value of y„(—= o. , /o. , ),
with y of the second pulse held at the constant
value of 0. 245. The solid lines have been calcu-
lated from Eqs. (6) on the basis of the sample's
parameters and the values of o.o and n, (=- noy, ) de-
rived from measurements on a neighboring sample
cut from the same ingot. A small correction has

anism is a regenerative process'3 known to occur
in CdS under large-signal conditions. At high flux
densities the gain becomes an increasing function
of flux density, a process that sharpens any peak
present in the flux distribution.

The measurements described above were inter-
preted on the tacit assumption that as far as the
flux growth process is concerned, the double-
pulse scheme is completely equivalent to the con-
ventional single-pulse procedure in the absence
of shock excitation. Hence the use of Eqs. (4)
which, strictly speaking, are valid only for ampli-
fication from thermal background noise under
single-puls e operation. The conditions under
which our assumption is valid will now be exam-
ined. In the absence of a drift current (thermal
equilibrium) the flux attenuation rate (no+ u, )Po is
balanced by the generation rate. Upon the applica-
tion of the first pulse, the generation rate remains
unaltered but the attenuation rate den eases even
though the pulse amplitude is below threshold for
net gain. " As a result, the flux density during the
first pulse is higher than the thermal-equilibrium
level. A calculation similar to that used in de-
riving Eqs. (4) leads to the following expressions
for the flux distribution at time t following the on-
set of the second pulse:

I I

CdS ¹ C-14
25GHz )f,=o.n5

I
=o.oao

) =ores

=-0.085

.2

been applied in the calculation to take into account
the slight nonuniformity in the sample as exhibited,
forexample, atx &v,t by the sloping line for y,
= —0.085. The fit of the experimental points is
reasonably good in view of the uncertainty in the
value of n, (derived from another sample) which
can introduce a large error into the calculated
curves.

The distribution for y, = —0. 085 is very close to
that given by Eqs. (4) (single-pulse operation) and
in all measurements of the gain parameters y, has
been kept below this value.

The data used in determining the frequency de-
pendence of ao and n, in the spectral range around
the frequency of maximum net gain f„are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. In all cases the measurements
were restricted, as above, to small-signal condi-
tions. In Fig. 7 the spatial distributions of the
amplified flux at different frequencies are plotted
for fixed values of y and t. The results are similar
to those of Fig. 3 (which correspond to a single
frequency) but only the range x &v, t is shown here.
Some of the curves have been displaced vertically
to facilitate the presentation. It is seen that at all
frequencies studied the curves are exponential,
the slopes of which yield the net gain n„(f) through
the use of Eq, (4a). The frequency and the derived
value of ~„are marked near each curve. The net
gain is maximal for f= 2. 6 GHz which, as expected,

7 8
D18 TANG E FROM CATHODE (mm)

FIG. 6. Spatial distributions of amplified flux at fixed
time following onset of second pulse for different ampli-
tudes of first pulse (different && values). Amplitude of
second pulse (and hence p) held fixed. Solid curves cal-
culated from Eqs, (6) for the different p~ values. Dashed
curve (&& ———1) corresponds to zero amplitude of first
pulse. Experimental values and theoretical curves nor-
malized to unity at g==v~t. (Electron concentration and

mobility in CdS sample 3&&10~5 cm and 280 cm /V sec. )
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FIG. 7, Exponential rise with distance g of amplified
flux at different frequencies for fixed & and fixed time
following onset of second pulse (x&v, t}.

one notes that the P-vs-y curve should not be
strictly exponential because the preexponential
term is also a function of y. A simple procedure
for deriving o.o and y&(=—n, /no) from the experi-
mental curves is by successive approximations.
An approximate value is first obtained for no from
the P-vs-y curve. Next, an approximate value of
y, is calculated by combining this result with the
value of n„derived (at the same frequency) from
the data of Fig. 7. The experimental results are
then replotted in the form f(y- y, )/(y + l)]P vs y
and a new value for no is obtained from the slope.
The process is repeated until convergence is at-
tained. Usually only a few cycles of successive
approximations are required. The curves obtained
in this manner are shown in Fig. 8 for several
frequencies. For convenience in presentation,
some of the curves have been displaced vertically.
The values derived for no(f) are indicated near the
curves while those of. z, are included in Fig. 14
below.

The frequencies studied above are within the
bandwidth amplified under small- signal conditions.
At lower frequencies, uo(f) is too low to permit

is also the frequency where maximum flux intensity
is observed (see Fig. 15 below).

In order to determine o.o(f) and o., (f), additional
data are required. These were obtained by mea-
surements of the flux density g at a fixed time f,
anywhere in the plateau of Fig. 3 (x &v,f), as a
function of y. Rewriting Eel. (4b) in the form

P(x, t)=[(y+I)/(y —y, )]&]&oe ~"~'e 0"& ~,

x & U,t (4b')
10
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FIG. 8, Semilog plots of Q(y-p&)/(y+1) vs y for dif-
ferent frequencies. Flux density ft) refers to amplified
flux at fixed time t following onset of second pulse and is
measured at plateau region (x &v, t).

small- signal amplification of thermal background
to a sufficient level. Hence such flux must be in-
troduced into the sample by other means before its
amplification and attenuation can be measured.
A convenaent way of achieving this aim is to make
use of nonlinear processes taking place under
large-signal conditions. '9' ' ' ~ A short, large-
amplitude pulse is applied in order to produce a
high-intensity propagating domain near the cathode.
The low-frequency flux domain generated by pa-
rametric down conversion is then either allowed
to decay under zero-field conditions or else is
amplified by a second pulse as it propagates to-
wards the anode. Results obtained by the former
procedure are shown in Fig. 9. Here the spatial
distributions at 2. 5 GHz (solid curves) and at 0. 28
GHz (dashed curves) are plotted for different
instants following the termination of the pulse. At
the higher frequency, the flux consists of a propa-
gating domain (represented by the peaks at x=v, t)
superimposed on a broad, noise-originating dis-
tribution. The flux in both distributions is very
strongly attenuated. At the lower frequency, on
the other hand, practically all the down-converted
flux is concentrated in a domain, slightly dis-
placed spatially from the high-frequency domain
and much more weakly attenuated. The peak-in-
tensity decay is seen to be exponential over most
of the sample's length. Small- signal conditions
are expected to prevail over this range since most
of the high-frequency flux has disappeared by then
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FIG. S. Spatial flux distribution at 2. 5 GHz (solid
curves) and at 0. 28 6Hz (dashed curves) for different in-
stants following termination of short large-amplitude
pulse.

through attenuation. Hence the slope of the decay
should yield IEO+ IEI at that frequency [see Eqs.
(1)-(3)],and the value so obtained is marked in the

figure.
There are two interesting features in Fig. 9 dis-

played most clearly by the distribution curves at
0. 1 and 0. 25 p, sec following the termination of the
current pulse. Initially the low-frequency flux
keeps growing even though the high-frequency flux
is being attenuated. This is not really surprising
since the flux at the higher pump frequencies is
still large initially, and as it is being attenuated a
fraction is down converted to feed the much less
attenuated lower-fr equency flux. Another feature
is the slight lag of the low-frequency domain behind
the high-frequency one. This lag is seen more
clearly in the oscillograms of Fig. 10, where the
output of the photomultiplier at the two scatter i'
angles corresponding to 2. 5 and 0. 28 GHz is dis-
played as a function of time. The peak on the t.eft
records the transit through the light spot of the
leading 2. 5-GHz domain, while that on the right
registers the 0. 28-GHz domain. The spatial dis-
placement of about 0. 2 mm between the two cfo-
mains cannot be an experimental artifact since the
pair of frequencies chosen corresponds to tQe
same incident angle of the laser beam (and differ-
ent scattering angles). Thus, an identical volume
of the samples is involved in the Brillouin scatter-
ing at the two frequencies, At present we have no
explanation of this phenomenon but undoubtedly it
should play a key role in the understanding of down-
conversion processes.

' After- current" measurements similar to those
of Fig. 9 were carried out at other low frequencies.

FIG. 10. Oscillogram display of the flux domains of
Fig. 9. Two traces represent photomultiplier output

for two scattering angles corresponding to 2. 5 and 0. 28
GHz. Incident angle and position of light spot are same
for two frequencies, (Current scales are different for
two traces, as indicated. )

Figure 11 is a semilog plot of the time decay of
the peak intensity in the propagating domain at the
various frequencies indicated. The current pulse
used to generate the low-frequency flux was the
same for all frequencies. Here again the decay is
exponential over an appreciable range, permitting
a fairly accurate determination of the small-signal
values of IEE+ nI (marked near each curve). Short-
ly after the termination of the pulse, however, the
decay is faster than exponential for some of the
higher frequencies and slower for the lower fre-
quencies. This behavior reflects a rather complex
superposition of down- and up-conversion pro-
cesses.

At higher frequencies ( ~0. 8 GHz) the measure-
ments become increasingly more inaccurate be-
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FIG. 11. Time decay of peak flux intensity in propaga-
ting domain after termination of short large-amplitude
pulse, plotted for different frequencies.
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cause of the rapid attenuation. Nevertheless there
is a clear indication that the values of n, + e, de-
rived from the decay slopes are lower than those
indicated by the data of Figs. 7 and 8, in which
low-frequency flux is almost entirely absent. In
contradistinction, here the flux at low frequencies
(~0. 6 GHz) is 1-2 orders of magnitude more
intense than that at the medium frequency range.
Very likely, then, up conversion is responsible
for the slower-than-expected decay of the medi-
um-frequency flux. At the same time, the de-
cay rate of the low-frequency flux is hardly af-
fected by such up conversion because of its much
higher intensity.

The after-current measurements described above
yield only the sum no(f)+ o., (f). In order to deter-
mine eo(f) and n, (f) separately, low-frequency
flux was first generated by a short pulse as before.
Some time later, when most of the high-frequency
flux had been attenuated, a second pulse was ap-
plied. The ratio P~/P, of the peak flux intensity
at two positions (separation M) of the propagating
domain was then measured as a function of y of the
second pulse. In Fig. 12, Q~/Q, (normalized to
M= 1 cm) is plotted against y on a semilog scale
for three frequencies. The exponential character
of the curves indicates that the propagation takes
place under small-signal conditions. One then has

P2/P, =e 0'" "&'. Thus the slope of each experimen-
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FIG. 12. Ratio $2/Q& of peak flux intensities measured
at two different positions of propagating domaip as func-
tion of y of second pulse. Results (normalized to 1-cm
propagation) are plotted for three frequencies. Inter-
cepts of straight lines with p2/It) ~

= 1 line (marked by
arrows) yield y~(= &p/0.'~) values. Pulse configuration
used is shown by diagram.

tal line yields 0.0 while its intercept with the hori-
zontal line P~/$, =1 gives y, (-=o.,/oo). It should
be noted that the thermal flux ($0) does not play a
direct role in the measurements because $„$3

Also, throughout the measurement range, y
is below the threshold for net gain. Although for
better accuracy in determining e, it would have
been desirable to increase y above threshold
(P~/P, & 1), such a procedure results in departures
from the small-signal regime. Under the present
conditions, the accuracy in cy, is considerably
lower than that attained at the high-frequency range
(Figs. I and 8).

Figure 13 summarized our data on the frequency
dependence of the field-free amplification factor
no. The circles represent results obtained by
amplification of thermal flux around the frequency
of maximum net gain (Figs. 7 and 8), The tri-
angles at the low- and medium-frequency ranges
were derived from y-dependence measurements
involving down-converted flux (Fig. 12). The
square symbols were obtained from after-current
data (Figs. 9 and 11)by subtracting from o.o+ n,
the corresponding values of n, as determined by
the y-dependence measurements of Fig. 12.
Actually in the range 0.2-0. 6 GHz, n, = 1 cm '
(see Fig. 14 below) and all o'0+ n& values were
simply reduced by 1 cm '. In most of this range
the inaccuracy in a, does not introduce a significant
error in no. At the medium-frequency range
n, «ao and no correction is necessary.

The solid curve in Fig. 13 is theoretical, as
calculated from Eq. (3) on the basis of the inde-
pendently measured room-temperature values of
the electron concentration and mobility of the CdS
sample studied. The only other parameter enter-
ing Eq. (3) is the electromechanical coupling con-
stant K' which has been accurately determined for
t"dS by measurements of the elastic, piezoelectric,
and dielectric tensors. " It is seen that the agree-
ment between theory and experiment is good over
more than a decade of frequency range. Particu-
larly to be noted is the excellent agreement at the
more interesting high-frequency range, In this
range small-signal conditions could be strictly
maintained throughout. Not so in the intermediate-
frequency range (0. 8-1.6 GHz) where, as has been
explained in connection with Fig. 11, the measure-
ments are hampered by up conversion from the
intense low-frequency flux„At the low-frequency
range, on the other hand, small-signal conditions
can once again be maintained to a good approxima-
tion and the small scatter in the points is largely
due to experimental errors.

Figure 14 is a log-log plot of the frequency de-
pendence of the lattice attenuation n, . The circles
and triangles refer to measurements on two differ-
ent samples. The upper frequency range of the
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spectrum has been obtained from data of the type
shown in Figs. V and 8, and the lower range from
the measurements of Fig. 12. No values are
available for e, at intermediate frequencies where,
as has been pointed out above, small-signal condi-
tions could not very well be attained. The solid
line passing through the experimental points has a
slope of two in the high-frequency range, typical
of Akhiezer attenuation" (see below). At low fre-
quencies, on the other hand, n, varies much more
slowly. The errors involved in this range are
rather large and better data (in the range 0. 1-0, 5

6Hz) have been obtained by Bateman and McFee'g
from transducer measurements. Actually, the
quantity measured in this experiment was n, (f)
+ at( f), but ng(f) was unjustifiably neglected. Ac-
cordingly, we estimated ng( f) on the basis of the
quoted resistivity ot the sample (1 Acm) and as-
suming the mobility to be 300 cm /V sec, a,nd sub-
tracted this function from Bateman and McFee "s

data. The curve so obtained is shown in Fig. 14
(dash-dot line). Our results are compatible-within
the margin of error —with this curve.

Also included in Fig. 14 are the results obtained
by Zucker et nE. and by Ishida and Inuishi using
Brillouin- scattering measurements on semiconduct-
ing Cds. Both groups employed a dual-pulse
scheme wherein a flux domain is generated by the
first pulse and its attenuation studied during the

FIG. 23. Frequency dependence of field-free amplifica-
tion factor Qp, Theoretical curve calculated from Eq.
(8) for electron concentration (3.3@10~~ cm"~) and mobil-
ity (280 cm~/V sec) of CdS sa, mple studied.

second pulse. In contrast to our measurements,
however, no time was allowed to elapse between
the two pulses. This procedure has serious draw-
backs in that both high and low frequencies, at
appreciable flux densities, are simultaneously
present in the domain thr oughout its attenuation.
As a consequence up- and down-conversion pro-
cesses most probably play an important role, so
that the measured attenuation of each frequency
component may very well not represent the small-
signal value. In support of this supposition, we
have calculated from the data of Zucker et al.
and of Ishida and Inuishi the frequency dependence of

+p . The results deviate badly from the theoretical
curve, at some frequencies by as much as a factor of 5.
Finally, we have included in Fig. 14 the results of
Siebert et al. "obtained for i~active shear waves
in Cd8, in which both the polarization and direc-
tion of propagation are normal to the c axis. The
nt(f) curve shows an f"dependence in contrast
to our f dependence. However, thereis not much
point in comparing the two sets of data since th
attenuation is expected to be different for the two
polarization modes, as has indeed been observed
for example in germanium. ' '

Once the frequency dependence of the lattice
attenuation e, has been determined, one can com-
pare the measured spectrum of the amplified flux
with the spectrum predicted by the small-signal
theory. Such comparison is shown in Fig. 15 for
two different values of n„(f„)v,t, The experimental
points correspond to the plateau of the spatial
distribution (x &eat) and were obtained by the dou-
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with nonlinear p
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ic flux interacts is smawhich the acoustic"" Unfortunately, howevex, e

range of validity of the Rw.
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find that n, /f'=3. 5 cm 'GHz . is
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bined with heat-conductivity data4' leads" to a
value of 0. 35 for ya.

At low frequencies ((0.5 GHz) our results, as
well as those obtained by transducer measure-
ment, "show a weaker dependence of o., on f. The
attenuation at these frequencies is very low (around
1 cm ') and n, may well be governed by structure
sensitive factors of unknown frequency dependence.
It would be highly desirable to carry out measure-
ments on samples of higher perfection to check

whether the f dependence of the intrinsic lattice
attenuation in Cds extends, as it should, to lower
fr equencies.
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